The_ Notions of Consistency and Predicate Locks_

in a_____ Database System In__ databse system, users access shared data_ under__ the assumption that the______ da
ta_____ satisfies certain consistency assertions. For simplicity consider__ a__ system with_ a_ fixed set____
__ of_______ named____ resources called entities. Each entiy has___ a____ name and_ a____ value._
Examples of______ such assertions are________ A______ is_ equal to___ B,_ C_ is_ the____ count of the
_ free_____ cells__ in D,_____ E________ is_ an__ index for______ F.___ Most such assert
ions__ are never_ explicitlv stated__ in_ de____ Copyright 1976, Association for_ Computing Machinery,
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te_ of___ issue, and to the__ fact___ that reprintg privileges were granted by___ permission of_
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n____ Jose, CA__ 95193. signing__ or_______ using a_______ system, and_ yet all__ programs and users depend on
the correctnes of___ these assertions whenevr they deal_ with_ the system state. The__ assertions above are quite si
mple, however, in___ practie, assertions become extremely complex. A____ complet set_ of____ assertions about a_ system would no
doubt__ be__ as_ large as the_____ system itself. In_ practice, there_ is little reason for_ explicty
enumerating all_ such_ as-sertions, but____ for the___ purpose of__ this discussion we___ presume that_ a_____ set
of___ assertions, hereafter called con-sistency constraints, is explicitly defined and____ we______ say that__ th
e__ state___ is_____ consisten if____ the________ contents of__ the entites of_ the___ state__ sa
tisfy all the_ consitency constrain. _____ __________ _________ _________ _____ _____ _______ ____ ______
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